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A most Joyful and Blessed 2022 to you and yours! 

This year marks 17 years since CLEAR Hope began.  As a contributor, please know how much we appreciate you 

for graciously sowing into the ministry and providing for its’ needs.    

Our mission statement, “Lives Healed for God’s Purposes”, is what we strive for as we serve the Lord, and we 

continue to see Him move powerfully through this work, thanks in large part to your generosity.  

Jesus spoke to the masses, leaving a message that in this world we will have trouble.  Individuals and groups in 

our society share histories and stories that scream this truth. Christians and unbelievers alike are looking for a 

path to peace and renewal. Those who want to grow through their experiences often lose hope of finding a 

community of individuals that will undertake their healing journey with them.  CLEAR Hope provides that 

community!  We are listening, caring, offering one-on-one strengthening, and Biblical counsel. This message of 

hope is expanding in the second and third generation lives of those served.  The yearning for love, 

understanding, intimacy, and relationship is met in Christ as we encourage, teach, and intercede for freedom 

from past sorrows, and offer inspiration for a greater present joy. 

This past year we launched the first book of five based on Mark 12:30-31, “The Heart of Love”. I am currently 

completing book two, “The Soul in Love”.  The hope is that people will use these small books to walk with one or 

more others for growth and greater maturity.  “The Heart of Love” is useable by anyone.   Using this book, and 

following Jesus’ example of ministering to individuals, I have seen the power of face-to-face, one-on-one, 

restoration of lives that we are each called to as believers.  It may be purchase here on our website. 

While you are here, please SUBSCRIBE!  As we move into 2022, we are moving away from social media and the 

CLEAR Hope Blog will be our primary tool for outreach and interaction with subscribers.  There are great new 

features in the works, including an area for prayer requests and the CLEAR Hope team will all be contributing to 

the content! 

In addition to seeking more donors, we are praying for and seeking committed volunteers for finance and 

communication.  If you sense the Lord moving you to help, please contact me. 

Praying the Lord’s blessing and favor on you and your household. 

 

Joy Pedersen 


